Explore the mind this autumn with five sessions covering the breadth
of psychology. Our expert speakers will take students beyond the
classroom to inspire them with real applications and current research.
From the science behind memory to the thrills of theme parks,
from behaviour to magic, there is no better way to inspire the next
generation. A special session with hints and tips for exam success will
help students reach their potential.
We are delighted to return to London
and Online with Psychology in Action this
autumn, featuring five expert speakers who
will inspire students with new insights into
the human brain.

Based on her book The Gendered Brain,
Gina Rippon of the Aston Brain Centre
will ask whether we have female or male
brains, or whether that’s even a meaningful
question.

Joining Psychology in Action for the first
time, we are excited to welcome Brendan
Walker, a Professor at Middlesex
University described by The Times as “the
world’s only thrill engineer”. Brendan
will discuss the engineering of extreme
emotions, including why rollercoasters are
thrilling and why some people seek out the
feeling of terror.

How does our brain store memories, and
how much can we trust our memory?
Ginny Smith returns with a session
filled with interactive quizzes and games
that will explore memory and how to
improve it using research from psychology
and neuroscience. We’ll also hear how
the unreliability of our memory can be
exploited as Matt Pritchard reveals
how psychology is used by magicians.
In this interactive session of mind games
and sensory deception, you’ll discover
some surprising everyday applications of
influencing behaviour.

From King’s College London we have
Bobby Duffy to talk about why we
tend to be wrong about everything from
how much sugar we eat to how global
violence is changing over time. Bobby
uses the latest research into the media,
decision science, heuristics, and emotional
reasoning to transform the way we engage
with the world.

facebook.com/eduinaction

This is sure to be an unmissable
day of insights into the mind, and
we cannot wait to welcome you
and your students this autumn!

instagram.com/edu_in_action

@edu_in_action
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TOPICS:
•Emotion
•Behavioural science
•Gender
•Memory
•Senses
For further information and to book visit

www.thetrainingpartnership.org.uk

